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Abstract—Industrial networks – both wired and wireless –
have been used by manufacturing plants and factories for many
years. These networks are not always considered as primary
elements of industrial architecture, although they should be.
With the advent of Industry 4.0, there are already many
innovation initiatives, industry recommendations, and standards
in the topic of industrial network infrastructure – but
integration guidelines on Industry 4.0 and the networking
architectures are incomplete. In the absence of a better
methodology, the networks are usually over-designed, but still
rigid and are not ready to cover future needs.

This paper aims to provide methods on determining some key
parameters of existing industrial traffic. Building upon the state-
of-the-art, the paper presents a method for testing and analyzing
an existing data transfer network traversing industrial traffic.
Furthermore, we provide insights on how it is worth to examine
industrial networks, and find out whether a given transmission
technology can meet the demands – based on the analysis of
existing industrial traffic.

Keywords—Industry 4.0, Private LTE, Communication
Systems, Cellular Mobile Network, Cybersecurity, Digital Twin,
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I. INTRODUCTION

The objectives of Industry 4.0 cover both the economic and
the technological aspects of the transition towards digitalized
and automated industry. Primary goals include fully automated
manufacturing technologies and developing systems that can
execute industrial and manufacturing processes cost-effectively
and flexibly with IIoT (Industrial IoT) and 5G. In modular,
structured intelligent factories, processes are monitored in real-
time. Also, industrial devices – sensors, actuators, production
line elements, moving devices – communicate, collaborate, and
interact with each other and humans in real-time as islands. It is
essential to develop and scale well-designed networks to serve
these communication needs.

To properly understand the future challenges in the field,
current research directions in the existing factories, including
even the low-level communication solutions must get
revealed. From the communication service provider point of
view, the most valuable, most critical resources and
parameters have to be determined and fixed at the beginning
of defining the network dimensions. The various data
transmission solutions have different advantages and

drawbacks – see comparisons in [1] [2] – especially for
latency [3], throughput and coverage characteristics. This
paper addresses the challenge of investigating the network
traffic characteristics’ requirements for Industry 4.0 and
turning these into engineering best practice methodology.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
discusses the related work, presenting the main perspectives
on industrial networks and the relevance of 5G technology in
this area. We introduce some key parameters to characterize a
network and the fundamental issues with the limitations of
5G as a supplemental industrial technology in Section III.
Section IV describes our measurement methodology and
presents an analytical and a graphical presentation method
that can highlight the strong and weak points of a given
network traffic capabilities. Initial results of the methodology
applied in a real scenario are presented and discussed in
Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK, OVERVIEW OF INDUSTRIAL
NETWORKS

There are fundamental differences between wired and
wireless network solutions. In the case of industrial networks,
some aspects of network characteristics become more
relevant, such as stability, determinism, security, error rate,
and latency. Usually, wired solutions provide a more reliable
and stable transmission. A wired network are considered
more secure as it has physical protection and hence it is
harder to get unauthorized access to it. Also, it provides a
lower latency and bit error rate (BER) than wireless
networks. Wired networks can be inflexible in terms of
mobility, and installations can take longer to set up because
more components are required to complete the process.
Maintenance and scaling in a wireless network can be much
cheaper and more manageable.

There are several protocols for industrial networks, and in
almost all cases, they are wired solutions. The market for
industrial networks is broadly fragmented, as shown in
Table 1. Just like fieldbuses, Industrial Ethernet has not
standardized on a single protocol. Instead, each network type
serves different applications in the industrial market.
EtherNet/IP [4] is the most popular Industrial Ethernet
protocol with a 15% market share. Amongst fieldbuses,978-3-903176-31-7 © 2020 IFIP



PROFIBUS DP [5] was the most commonly installed network
in 2019. Wireless technologies have gained impressive
growth rates of 30% or more in each of the past three years,
although they still represent a relatively small portion of the
overall market of newly installed nodes. Moreover, there are
further, new wireless implementations coming. Cellular
technologies such as Private LTE and 5G networks can be
enablers for Smart and Flexible Manufacturing in factories.

Fig. 1. Market shares of newly installed nodes for fieldbuses, Industrial
Ethernet and wireless technologies in 2019 [6]

When examining the future directions of industrial
use-cases – such as integration of production lines and
increased collaboration – the architecture changes, and
communication alters towards different characteristics [7] to
cover requirements (e.g., physical placement flexibility).
Furthermore, there may be diverse communication needs
between different workflow processes. Hence, these networks
also called as Industrial or Non-Public Network (NPN) [8]
services shall be designed [9] to meet current and future
needs of emerging 5G use-cases.

When turning towards 5G network solutions, it is clear that
the features of the network (throughput, latency, reliability)
and its general usability by different use-cases will be greatly
influenced by the architecture of the built 5G network. 3GPP
[10] further develops various solutions for the NPN,
providing more options in terms of network architecture.
These network solutions have numerous advantages,
including reduced latency, dedicated resources, the possibility
of unique network management, or keeping traffic in the
industrial area. Also, the enterprises can utilize complete 5G
network segments as they would own it and make it possible
to cover new type of use-cases such as Time Sensitive
Networking (TSN). With the presented measurement method,
architectural effects can also be measured through end-to-end
measurements. The presented measurement method can help
to define what type of NPN architecture is the most suitable
for given use-cases or industrial traffic.

III. DESIGNING AND MANAGING INDUSTRIAL NETWORK

A. Defining the main KPIs

The network architecture should be designed according to
the main characteristics of the communication – which first
have to be determined. The most critical questions are which
kind of endpoints wish to transmit from where, how often,
and how much data. When further detailing the traffic
characteristics, the packet size and the sending frequency are
important factors. Based on [11], let us highlight the key
parameters and aspects to consider for planning the network
resources:

• Delay – the delay between the request and the response
messages of the network devices determines how fast the
system must transfer the packets. However, we can put an
artificial delay in the measurement, which can be used to
test the device sensitivity on latency.

• Bandwidth – metering this provides insights into the
current bandwidth utilization, so the desired network
presumably need to improve that.

• Packet size – the traffic handling capability of the
existing network is dependent on the packet size and the
sending rate. Beside measuring these, it is also worth to
examine that, in case of increasing packet sending rate
the transmission bandwidth performance would reduce
or possibly increase.

• Client mobility – Unique identifiers of the endpoints can
be found in different network segments from time to
time. For example, in the case of an Ethernet network,
the same MAC address receives IP addresses from
multiple domains within a specific time.

• Retransmission – we must observe whether packet
retransmission causes the system to increase or decrease
its transmission capacity. In some cases, sending
compressed packets are better for the overall system
than experiencing retransmission due to lost data
fragments.

• Endpoint (or user) traffic density – determines how
much a particular client is transmitting relative to the
average within a network segment. If customers in one
area generate more than other areas, they have different
network needs, so we might want to plan for that.

B. Finding the capabilities and limitations of the network

A wide range of Industry 4.0 use-cases and testbeds
already exists [12] but they are still not entirely well-defined
yet. There are several publications on what protocols [13]
and what architecture [14], [15] will be used, but in
practice, there still are just a few concrete production cases.
When planning for the data transmission infrastructure, it is
essential to know what amount of data, how many packets,
between whom, at what distance, and at what frequency we
may wish to transmit. Another critical issue is the design of
network architecture and its scale. To properly implement a
network solution, we need to analyze the traffic requirements
between the devices, classify and even prioritize them, and



define which is more suitable for p2p (peer-to-peer)
connection rather than server-client architecture. On the other
hand, in most cases, 5G or private LTE will not be the only
transmission technology rather than a supplemental solution
to the existing industrial protocols such as PROFINET or
EtherNet/IP. As equipment manufacturers can not redesign
every product, the supplemental transmission technology
should be designed to serve the needs of different kinds of
industrial protocols and support additional features. These
features can be native L2 forwarding, low latency (1 ms), or
extra-low jitter (100 us) [16]. For instance, every PROFINET
device sequentially executes its program within a specific
cycle time. The inputs are read at the beginning and the
outputs are set at the end of each cycle. It means the device’s
input data must arrive before the next cycle begins; any kind
of delay is not tolerated. Furthermore, in time-sensitive
applications, PROFINET operates with reduced OSI stack
where the Real-Time channel skips the encapsulation steps in
the Network, Transport and Session layers [17], [18]. LTE
and 5G do not support native L2 transmission in this kind of
way.

In packet-switched networks, packet size and packet rate
can characterize a transmission medium. The product of the
two provides a good indication to characterize the main
traffic attributes. Standards and White Papers [1] define the
state space related to the limitations of the transmission with
a given packet number. However, the question is whether the
various vendor implementations fill this space. To verify such
questions, a complex measurement methodology is needed to
be detailed. However, measuring all of the above parameters
is quite a complicated, time-consuming, and costly task.

In this paper, we provide a method to validate whether a
given transmission technology can serve the traffic needs; for
instance, 5G is capable of serving the traffic needs of a
specific PROFINET use-case. Thus, the packet size, packet
rate, and packet delay are the most critical parameters to be
measured. Mobility – or the change of service area – is a
parameter which is needed to be examined individually. In
the following sections, we provide a detailed measurement
procedure for the three most important parameters and
examine how the given transmission technology can serve
and handle these requirements.

IV. METHODOLOGY OF EVALUATING NETWORK
CAPABILITIES VERSUS USE-CASE NEEDS

Our goal is to determine whether the network is able to
meet user demands and what scaling is required, based on
measurements of existing use-cases and networks. Figure 2
gives an overview of the evaluation process, which have the
following Passive and Active measurement steps:

• A1: Evaluation of the current local use case with passive
network measurements;

• A2: Adding epsilon random deviation to the traffic
pattern;

• A3: Add modifications to represent the new use case
needs;

• B1: Active measurement to examine the actual features of
the transmission channels on site;

• B2: Complex Active transmission measurement to
investigate how the network capabilities fit the new use
case needs.

The planned evaluation procedure consists of 5 steps. The
purpose of type (A) steps are to quantify the communication
needs of existing use-cases. We try to find out what sort of
network needs of these use-cases will have within a certain
time-frame. At the end of the process, the distribution of the
traffic KPIs get determined. Type (B) steps are there to actively
test an existing or under construction network by measuring
their KPIs with artificially generated traffic patterns (that are
based on type A steps), as shown by Figure 2.

The state space of and applications’ traffic can be described
with (1) where PL is Payload Length in Byte and IAT is Inter
Arrival Time in milliseconds.

An,m =

j∑
n=1

k∑
m=1

((PLn × IATk) (1)

Where An,m is a traffic matrix, describing the state space
of the application traffic needs. Furthermore, the traffic of a
subscriber can represented as the sum of the different
applications, where Sn,m is the traffic matrix of an individual
subscriber traffic:

Sn,m =

l∑
i=1

(Ai) (2)

Finally, θ%n,m represents the required aggregated network
traffic matrix as a sum of individual subscribers’ traffic:

θ%n,m =

l∑
i=1

(Si) (3)

Of course this is true only in case of deterministic traffic
[19], which can be a fair assumption in case of machines.

A. Passive measurement steps

1) A1 - evaluation of the existing network needs: During
the measurement, we examine the discussed two parameters:
the PL and the IAT. Since the mean and standard deviation
calculation would provide a very rough approximation, we
make the following statements. The measurement should
determine how often packets of the same length are following
each other (IAT). So, in a 3-dimensional figure, the X-axis
will be the packet size, the Y-axis will be the inter-arrival
period for packets of a given length (IAT), and the Z-axis
will determine the throughput of the traffic in the given
measurement time-window. Based on this examination
method, the traffic pattern can be determined to a given
network segment and the scaling characteristics for that type
of traffic. Then, we define a descriptive formula, where the
two main parameters are packet size and packet rate.



Fig. 2. Mehodology for mapping network capabilities with the industrial use case needs

2) A2 - Considering epsilon deviation of the traffic pattern:
We apply an epsilon deviation to the traffic pattern resulted
in A1. It is assumed that future use-cases will have similar
data transfer needs, but they will differ a little bit. During the
measurements, an epsilon is defined, which can influence the
measurement range to be covered, but still, provide realistic
and non-biased demands about the network.

3) A3 - Adding the effect of the future use-cases: In A3,
we add pre-defined, use-case specific traffic pattern deviations
to the existing A2 results. The various A1 traffic patterns that
have been epsilon-deviated gets aggregated with new use
case patterns, and describes as one common traffic
distribution model. Based on the theoretical considerations,
Figure 2 shows how the common need for multiple use-cases
manifests for the network.

B. Active measurement steps

In this part of the investigation methodology, we use active
measurement methods to examine how network capabilities
actually fit the various use case traffic needs. In practice, we
send packets with different sizes and inter-arrival times
through a given DoNUT (Device or Network Under Test).
Then, we examine how many packets arrive and how much
of them can be handled by the DoNUT. The input parameters
are the packet size and the inter-arrival time. The bandwidth,
so the output of the transmission is presented in Byte/sec. In
our work so far, we are not dealing with real-life
measurements, although we have prepared initial input
patterns and network, and gathered initial results through
simulation.

In our work, we arbitrarily ignored the fact that one data flow
could affect other data flows. So, there may be a case where
the calculated sum of data transmission capacity is less than
the channel capacity, but the channel is still unable to transmit
the required amount of data. With this criteria, the capacity
of the data transmission channel can be easily described with
different size and length of PL multiplied by IAT buckets.

θγn,m =

j∑
n=1

k∑
m=1

((PLn × IATk) (4)

1) B1 - Basic active measurements: It is necessary to
determine the transmission characteristics for the measured
channel under investigation. As shown in Figure 3, in the
case of a theoretical result, a channel with linear and infinite
capacity is able to traverse all the theoretical packets. In
contrast, the reality is likely to be different. DoNuT will
show that certain channels and equipment have limitations for
specific packet sizes. Our goal is to construct a function from
the measured results that determine the transmission
characteristics of the channel. Besides the graphical
representation, we can also create approximation functions
with multiple variables and then give a Root-mean-square
error from the measurement result.

2) B2 - A complex transmission measurement: The
distribution of KPIs for the specific use-cases is calculated in
A3, and the function describing the network in B1 will show
what kind of traffic the network can handle and what can not.
To double-check the results, we must carry out further
measurements. We examine the DoNuT with 1-1 traffic
patterns, then we proceed the B1 measurement again to see if
there is any bandwidth reserve in the transmission channel.
The essence of the measurement is first to take a sample
from the given network and then perform a simple statistical
analysis on it, analyzing its state space.

C. Presenting the results

We are providing an analytical and a graphical representation
of methodology’s results. The analytical results are based on
the equation (3) and (4), we created an algorithm (1) to validate
whether a given network is capable to serve the traffic needs
of a use-case. The input of the algorithm are θγ as the network
capacity for traffic matrix and θ% as the required aggregated
network traffic matrix. The output is θφ boolean matrix, which
describes θγ is able to serve the needs of θ%.



1 function Network Traffic calculation (a, b);
Input : θ%as required aggregated network traffic

matrix, θ% ∈ N0n×m;
θγ as network capacity for traffic matrix,

θγ ∈ N0n×m;
where any θζij corresponds to the NRTij ∈ N0

with parameters IATj = j[ms]; PLi = i[bytes]
Output: θφ as network capacity able to fill, where

θφ ∈ βn×m is a boolean matrix
2 i← 1 j ← 1
3 while i <= n do
4 while j <= m do
5 if θ%ij ≤ θ

γ
ij then

6 θφij ← True

7 else
8 θφij ← False

9 end
10 j ← j + 1
11 end
12 i← i+ 1
13 end

Illustrating the described parameter space requires a 3D
representation, where one axis shows the packet size and the
other shows the inter-arrival time. The third axis represents
the total bandwidth. In a duplex transmission environment
where the outgoing direction does not interfere with the
incoming, there is only one figure needed, but for half-duplex
connections, there should be two. Figure 3 shows the generic
transmission graph of the Ethernet 802.3u standard. The data
transfer rate varies according to the packet size and
transmission rate. This is a calculated figure with the
theoretical properties of the Ethernet 802.3u standard, so the
bandwidth has a linear connection with the packet size and
the IAT.

Fig. 3. Theoretical throughput of 100 Mbps Ethernet cable

We can examine the problem from another, practical point of
view, where the channel has a theoretical maximum bandwidth
of 100 Mbps for Fast Ethernet. It can be determined what
number of packets have to be transmitted on it within a given

time-frame. It is worth checking if this number of packets can
actually be transmitted over the given channel during that time.

V. INITIAL MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND VISUALIZATION
EXAMPLES

To initially validate our methodology, we merely used
freely available, open-source traffic patterns, and tested these
through the type A, passive measurement method steps. For
type B measurements, the method was modified with
predefined distribution functions.

A. Evaluating the traffic of an existing industrial scenario

There is a considerable amount of open-source .pcap
capture-files available from industrial networks. The traffic of
a typical SCADA-representing .pcap file was analyzed [20],
and the result is plotted in Figure 4. It shows that the packet
size distribution in the network is quite simple. There are
mostly relatively many small packets with low frequency.
Larger packets are barely included in the sample; around 300
Byte-long packets with low IAT are represented.

Fig. 4. SCADA-type industrial traffic

Fig. 5. Skype calls traffic

Figure 5 shows the packet distribution of Skype traffic from
a publicly available data source. The packet size and packet-
rate distributions are significantly different from the industrial



traffic. This traffic pattern contains mainly small, few-Byte-
long packets, which can be some sort of keep-alive messages,
and there are significant number of 20 Byte packets (typical
segment size of the codec), where the IAT has low variance as
well. The Figure shows just a few exceptions; there is hardly
any other packet size in the network. Based on these two simple
examples, we can already make simple conclusions. If Figure 5
traffic was transferred over a network where the packet size is
limited to the range between 0-30 Bytes, then the network was
able to handle it correctly. On the other hand, SCADA traffic
of Figure 4 would not be traverse the network with the same
transmission strategy limitations.

In the current paper we simply calculated the network
capacity on a theoretical level with the assumption of the
Payload Length bucket part follows a uniform distribution.
Using the presented investigation method and artificially
generated traffic, the next step will be to examine the
capabilities of a DoNUT in a wider range of PLs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In our current work, we provided a simple method that shows
whether the planned future industrial network will be suitable
to handle the traffic needs if a given use-case or not and which
traffic characteristics can be problematic. The contribution of
this paper is twofold.

First, for the analysis of existing traffic, we examined a
large number of existing researches, and selected a method to
quantify the traffic passing through a given network, but
without loss of information. The graphical representation
methods have been partially improved, making the patterns of
traffic more suggestive. In the final part of the traffic
modeling, as future work, we intend to add new use-cases to
the existing ones, thus providing a more complex picture of
the future industrial networks.

Second, we proposed a methodology for examining
existing industry traffic described with modified use-cases. As
part of this, the paper introduced the measurement and
representation method for examining transmission networks
both in analytical and graphical way. We presented a simple
method for measuring and determining the potential
weaknesses of a transmission media or device and then
plotting the results. Through this, we can compare the
use-case needs with the capabilities of different networks and
can define that the network will be suitable for the use-case.
It can be an excellent to design and scale future 5G NPNs.
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